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NEWMONT USES HID GLOBAL AND ALUTEL MOBILITY TABLETS TO 
IDENTIFY STAFF AND CONTROL ACCESS AT REMOTE MINING SITE IN 
RURAL MEXICO

Peñasquito Mine, Zacatecas, Mexico
Mining industry leader Newmont selected HID’s Seos® cards and OMNIKEY® 
reader modules integrated into Alutel Mobility RAGTAB tablets to transform its 
access control system at a rural mine site in northwestern Mexico.

Solutions
 � HID Global OMNIKEY modules integrated into Alutel Mobility RAGTAB Tablets

 � HID Global Seos cards

Challenge  
Headquartered in Greenwood Village, Colorado, Newmont is a mining 
corporation and leading sustainable gold producer that manages operations all 
over the world. It is dedicated to fostering value, improving lives and prioritizes 
safety, integrity, sustainability, inclusion and responsibility. As of December 
2018, the company had 6,673 employees between contractors and staff 
members.

As a global corporation, Newmont needed a way to manage the flow of people 
in and out of their mining operations in various international locations. It was 
important for the company to monitor and register when staff arrived and 
departed from a job site, which was difficult at the remote, rural locations that 
lacked formal entry points and internet connectivity. “We were looking for a 
solution that could connect with our system on mobile devices,” explained 
Daniel Tejeda, a project manager at Newmont. “We needed something for 
people who don’t necessarily pass through traditional entrances, and we 
needed a mobile card reader solution.”

The Solution 
Newmont’s access control platform vendor connected the company with 
Alutel Mobility. Alutel’s solution integrates with some of the most recognized 
access control platforms in the industry, directly connecting with their 
database and synchronizing with approved devices and mobile readers. The 
solution also uses HID Global’s powerful, built-in OMNIKEY reader modules 
in the Alutel tablets, as well as Seos cards. It delivers intuitive, integrated 
mobile authentication in remote areas where it is impossible to install a reader 
infrastructure and there is frequently no connection to a server.

Newmont launched the first phase of the project at its Peñasquito plant in 
northwestern Mexico. The solution deployed was designed to operate in remote 
areas where it is difficult to install a fixed reader infrastructure. It consisted of 
Android or iOS tablets or Alutel’s RAGTAB tablets operating on an Android 
system.
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“With HID Global and 
Alutel Mobility’s help, 
Newmont has been able 
to establish an innovative 
access control system 
that is optimized for our 
specific needs. Previously, 
there was no control over 
who was on-site. We have 
gone from zero control to 
complete control.” 

Daniel Tejeda 

Project Manager

Newmont

http://fargo.hidglobal.com
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All tablets included built-in HID OMNIKEY smart card reader modules that can 
be used with both physical and mobile HID Global Seos credential technology 
for on-the-go authentication wherever it is needed, making them ideal for 
untraditional entrances like those found at mine sites.

HID Global’s powerful, built-in reader modules also integrate and synchronize 
with the Alutel mobile app. The app readily connects with and accesses 
Newmont’s access control platform for employee authentication. Even when 
a non-Alutel tablet or device is used, the app will automatically detect and 
connect to the HID OMNIKEY reader via USB or Bluetooth.

To determine if they can enter the site or not, workers simply tap their 
company-issued Seos card to the HID OMNIKEY mobile reader embedded 
within the tablet. It displays their photo, name and a red or green screen based 
on their credentials. Information about their entry is relayed to Newmont’s 
access control platform, which can generate reports and perform additional 
functions as any other standard access control reader.

Because the HID OMNIKEY mobile reader modules are easy to use, little to 
no training was required. According to Tejeda, Newmont’s security staff has 
enjoyed the readers’ mobile functionality and usage has been intuitive.

One of the biggest benefits of HID Global’s solution was the ability to add 
access control in remote areas, such as the underground mine entrances, where 
it’s impossible to install physical access control points. Because the Alutel 
Mobility solution stores the information they collect locally, they can function 
without a connection to the server and can gather and store as many as 
500,000 events from as many as 100,000 people and validate this information 
upon reconnecting to the server. If the connection is interrupted, the device will 
automatically transfer the information it has collected once it re-connects.

Verification was another key benefit of introducing HID Global technology in 
the large, open spaces of the mining site. When guards encounter individuals, 
they can authenticate the cardholder’s access permissions by using their 
tablets to verify credentials.

Newmont has found the HID Global solution to be extremely useful for 
managing access for both workers and vehicles in these remote areas. “While 
we do have fixed readers in some locations, we also must identify employees 
in remote areas like the Mexican desert as well as vehicles that want to 
access these sites,” Tejada explained.  “For the latter, security guards can 
approach with mobile reader in hand to determine if the individuals inside the 
bus, van, car or other vehicle may access the facility. Just like our two entry 
points in these remote locations, there is no fixed reader infrastructure for 
authenticating the vehicle’s driver and passengers, but with our mobile readers, 
all we need is an internet connection. It doesn’t even need to be continuous 

—we can download information periodically that was gathered during offline 
operation.”

The Alutel Mobility system also enables HID Global mobile readers to be 
installed inside vehicles. This means that Newmont could have employees 
scan their own Seos cards in the future, prior to boarding a bus or other 
transport. The Alutel Mobility solution also delivers GPS data, which allows an 
organization to pinpoint which individuals have entered the premises and at 
what time. 
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The Benefits
Newmont’s access control system is in full operation. Its employees use HID 
Global iCLASS and Seos cards to enter the premises. The smart cards have 
allowed the organization to strategically manage access to different areas 
on the Peñasquito site and to optimize security based on how it grants 
permissions.

“We replaced our entire access control system with a new one,” Tejeda said. “We 
implemented this comprehensive process because in the past, the perimeters 
weren’t secure. Now we have ensured that all of the access points were 
covered. The system we deployed has been especially important in remote 
areas where our choice was a mobile reader—or nothing at all.”

In average, approximately 112,000 authentication events occur in the plant each 
month, where Newmont employees use HID’s Seos cards, and, of that number, 
around 19,200 ID validations are processed by the RAGTAB tablets. “Previously, 
there was no control over who was on-site. We have gone from zero control to 
complete control,”Tejeda commented. “With HID Global and Alutel Mobility’s 
help, Newmont has been able to establish an innovative access control system 
that is optimized for our specific needs.”

Tejeda added that the project was a part of the company’s digital 
transformation program, which is directed by the Vancouver office and was 
recognized internally as a success. While Newmont started with 21 RAGTAB 
tablets featuring the integrated HID OMNIKEY mobile readers, they are now 
planning to add eight more.

Tejeda is excited about future possibilities for Newmont. “We even want to 
start using the access control system for things like food distribution,” Tejeda 
said. “This will significantly improve how we deliver lunch boxes to our workers, 
and there are a number of other potential capabilities to consider as we take 
advantage of this system’s capabilities for increasing safety and efficiency.”
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